The Ramachandran plot (~ against ~p) is a useful way of assessing the stereochemical quality of a protein structure. If the structure is well refined, the ~,-q~ plot should have almost all the spots in the 'allowed' region. The advantages of the spreadsheet program Microsoft Excel have been exploited and a simple procedure developed for producing a high-quality Ramachandran plot on microcomputers.
Introduction
The publication of protein structures is always accompanied by a Ramachandran plot (Ramachandran, Ramakrishnan & Sasisekharan, 1963) as an indication of the stereochemical quality of the structure model. A good-quality structure should have more than 95% of all the non-glycine #,-~p spots lying in the allowed regions. On the contrary, a wrong structure has points scattered over the whole plot area (Weaver, Tronrud, Nicholson & Matthews, 1990) . In addition, a glance of where most of the spots lie is a quick way to tell whether the protein consists mostly of a-helices or/3-sheets or a mixture of both.
There are existing programs to generate publication-quality Ramachandran plots. For instance, the molecular-dynamics program X-PLOR (Brtinger, 1993) can produce output suitable for plotting with Mathematica. The programs PROCHECK (Laskowski, MacArthur, Moss & Thornton, 1993) can also produce good-quality print-outs. However, all these programs are only available in main-frame or workstation versions. The procedure described here has the following advantages over the existing methods:
(1) it is based on a microcomputer system;
(2) it employs the readily available program Microsoft Excel; and
(3) its output is of high quality and is easily customizable.
Method
The basic requirements of this procedure are three files:
RamaData xls (Excel worksheet), RamaPlot template (Excel chart) and a data file.
The RamaData xls worksheet contains the definitions for the different regions on the plot. There are seven regions in total: two most favoured and five allowed. These regions are simply described by sets of ~b-~ points.
The RamaPlot template (Fig. 1) Most protein structure analysis programs, e.g. TORSION (Brick, 1984) , can generate a text file containing two columns, one of ~ and the other of ~p. This text data file is converted into an Excel data worksheet first. The two columns are then selected (for an example, see Fig. 2 : i]~" :~] i T si 
Customization
The definitions of the various allowed regions in the RamaData xls worksheet can be changed and the plot will be updated accordingly provided that the Excel link is maintained.
Plots produced in Excel are easily customizable. Every aspect of the plot can be changed according to individual requirements, including fonts, scale, border, shading, colour, line width, text annotation etc.
Although the program has been developed with Microsoft Excel on a Macintosh, the worksheet and chart can also be used on Excel for Windows on an IBM-compatible computer.
Installation
Copies of the programs and example data files may be obtained from the author upon request, enclosing a blank 3.5 in DD Macintosh-format floppy disk. The programs require a Macintosh computer (any model) and a copy of Microsoft Excel (version 3.0 or higher). All the files must reside in the same folder.
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Abstract
A programmer-friendly protocol is presented that can be used to set up a program system and to control the execution of the individual programs within such a system. To minimize computer or operating-system dependencies, control and decision making have been transferred as much as possible to the programming-language level. Communication between the individual programs is by means of some small control-data files. Implementation of new programs into such a system is very simple and transportation to different computers and operating systems is straightforward. Experience with this protocol in the DIRDIF system of Fortran programs is described. The 
